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In 2018 the planned task was:

Task 1.2 Development of a theory for systems with mesoscopic fluctuations

“Coarse-graining procedure applied to a microscopic statistical-mechanical description al-

lows to separate density fluctuations on microscopic and mesoscopic length scales. The

incorporation of the contribution to the free energy of the large-scale fluctuations requires

combining DFT, FT and integral equations methods. Our joint efforts should lead to a for-

malism that in practice can yield results correct at least on a semi-quantitative level. The

accuracy of the theory will be verified by simulations for various inhomogeneous systems.

Lead Participant: IPC (A. Ciach) IPC will perform analytical, and CSIC, UNLP and BSTU

will perform numerical and simulation studies. The results will be compared and discussed.”

We planned to obtain a phase diagram for a system with competing short-range attraction

and long-range repulsion (SALR) by simulations, since at that time no phase diagrams for

the three-diemnsional (3D) SALR systems were published. However, after submitting the

proposal for CONIN, the phase diagram was obtained by simulations by Charbonneau and

coworkers [1]. Instead of determining the already known phase diagram for the 3D system,

we have started investigations of the effects of confinement on the SALR system using

simulation methods, as planned in Task 1.3.
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The activities in WP1 in 2018 were the following:

1. Development of a theory for systems with mesoscopic fluctuations.

a. Theory for self-assembling systems combining density functional and field-theoretic

methods.

b. Pattern formation on spherical surfaces; effects of local particle number fluctua-

tion.

c. Theoretical studies of structure and equilibrium thermodynamic characteristics of

colloidal aqueous solutions.

d. The quasi-chemical approximation and fluctuations in the system with SALR

interaction on a square lattice.

e. Detection of interface localization-delocalization transitions.

f. Thermodynamic properties and diffusion characteristics of the lattice fluid with

obstacles on a simple cubic lattice.

2. Simulation studies of the SALR systems.

a. SALR systems confined in cylindrical pores.

b. SALR systems confined in cubic and spherical pores.

c. SALR systems on a spherical surface with attached obstacles.

d. SALR systems confined in a hexagonal region on a flat surface.

e. SALR system on a simple cubic lattice.
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1. Development of a theory for systems with mesoscopic fluctuations

1a. Theory for self-assembling systems

combining density functional and field-theoretic methods.

The low-T part of the phase diagram in self-assembling systems is correctly predicted by

the known versions of the density functional theory (DFT). The high-T part obtained in

FIG. 1: The phase diagram in the SALR system. Panel (a): MC simulation results for a particular

form of the SALR potential [1, 2]. Panel (b): phase diagram in the MF theory [3]. Structure of the

ordered phases is visualized in the cartoons surrounding the diagram. At the shown surfaces, the

local volume fraction of the particles is ζ(r) = ζ̄, where ζ̄ is the space-averaged volume fraction of

the particles. For ρ∗ < 0.25, the volume fraction inside the cylinders and spheres is larger than ζ̄,

while for ρ∗ > 0.25, ζ(r) > ζ̄ outside the cylinders and spheres. The dimensionless density Nσ3/V

is denoted by ρ and ρ∗ in panels (a) and (b) respectively. Temperature T is in different reduced

units in the two panels. Note that at high T the phase diagrams are qualitatively different. In

a more accurate DFT, a phase diagram qualitatively similar to the one shown in panel (b) was

obtained [4, 5].

DFT, however, does not agree with simulations even on the qualitative level. In particular,

at high T the sequence of phases in mean-field (MF) theories with neglected mesoscopic

fluctuations is different from the one obtained in simulations [1–3, 6–9] (Fig.1). This dis-

agreement motivated our studies.

We considered the grand potential functional of the mesoscopic volume fraction ζ(r),

representing the microscopic volume fraction of particles averaged over the mesoscopic region
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around r. When fluctuations φ(r) around ζ(r) can occur, then the grand potential can be

written in the form

βΩ[ζ ] = βΩco[ζ ]− ln

[

∫

Dφe−βHf [ζ,φ]

]

(1)

where Ωco[ζ ] is the standard functional in the MF like approximation in the system with

the constraint ζ(r) imposed on the microscopic volume fractions, β = 1/kBT and kB is the

Boltzmann constant, and

βHf [ζ, φ] = βΩco[ζ + φ]− βΩco[ζ ]. (2)

ζ represents the average mesoscopic volume fraction when 〈φ〉 = 0, and Ω[ζ ] takes the

minimum.

We have obtained an approximate expression for the grand potential functional with fluc-

tuations included within the ϕ6 Brazovskii-type theory [10]. The fluctuation contributions

are associated with the standard deviation,
√

〈φ2〉 (in the ordered phases averaged over the

unic cell), from the average density ζ(r). In our theory,
√

〈φ2〉 is a solution of a self-consistent

equation that we have derived [11]. Our expression, presented and discussed in Ref. [11],

can be minimized numerically by standard methods. The standard DFT is recovered when

the fluctuation terms are neglected.

In addition, we have developed a simplified version of the theory valid for weakly ordered

phases, i.e. for the high -T part of the phase diagram. In the weakly ordered phases,

ζ(r) = ζ̄ +Φ(r), where the amplitude Φ of the density oscillations is small, and the density

profile in the directions of oscillations has a nearly sinuoidal shape. The simplified theory

(valid for Φ ≪ 1) has been verified by a comparison of the phase diagram with the results

of simulations [1, 2]. Except from the fact that in our theory the ordered phases are stable

at lower T than in simulations, a good agreement for the high-T part of the phase diagram

was obtained for the range of density that was considered in simulations (Fig. 2).

According to our theory, the inhomogeneities (aggregates separated by low-density re-

gions) influence Ω in a similar way when the aggregates fluctuate around their average

positions as in the weakly ordered periodic structure, or move freely as in the disordered

phase.

Apart from the phase diagram, the equation of state and compressibility isotherms have

been obtained. Our results show that the compressibility in the ordered phases is very low,
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FIG. 2: The high-T part of the phase diagram. T and ρ are in units of Ref.[1] in both panels.

Panel (a): simulations, Ref.[1]. Panel (b): theory developed in Ref.[11]. We do not show the part

of the phase diagram corresponding to densities not studied in simulations. Note the coexistence of

the L phase with the D phase and the reentrant melting in both cases, in contrast to the standard

DFT theories (Fig.1b).

despite relatively low density. This indicates that the periodic structure makes the system

quite stiff, despite relatively large volume available for the particles.

The above results have been obtained in IPC, according to the plans described in the

Grant Agreement. Discussions during the CONIN workshops helped to develop the theory

and to prepare the final version of the manuscript. The results are published in Ref. [11] and

were presented as an invited lecture at the workshop “6th Tuebingen Density Functional

Days”, in Tuebingen (September 2018).
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1b Pattern formation on spherical surfaces;

effects of local particle number fluctuation.

In this section we present a study on the characterization of ordered and disordered

hyperuniform point distributions on spherical surfaces. In spite of the extensive literature on

disordered hyperuniform systems in Euclidean geometries, to date few works have dealt with

the problem of hyperuniformity on curved spaces. As a matter of fact, some systems that

display disordered hyperuniformity, like the space distribution of photo receptors in avian

retina, actually occur on curved surfaces. We focused on the local particle number fluctuation

and its dependence on the size of the sampling window (which we take to be a spherical

cap) for regular and uniform point distributions, as well as for equilibrium configurations of

fluid particles interacting through Lennard-Jones (LJ), LJ + dipole-dipole and LJ+charge-

charge potentials. We have shown how the scaling of the local number fluctuation enables

the characterization of hyperuniform point patterns also on spherical surfaces.

FIG. 3: Graphical representation of the surface where the fluctuation in the number of particles is

calculated

In summary, we have shown that, in parallel with the situation found in Euclidean space,

point configurations on a sphere surface may exhibit two types of scaling of the local number

fluctuation with the size of the sampling window: regular point patterns display a linear

dependence on the perimeter of the sampling window, and uniform point patterns show

a quadratic dependence. Strict Poisson distributions (characterized by an average density)

have local number fluctuations that depend linearly on the area of the sampling window. Due

to the curvature of the space, the area of sampling window does not depend quadratically

on the perimeter, in contrast with the flat two dimensional situation.
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FIG. 4: Regular point distribution on spherical surface, a) Triangular lattice on a sphere, b) Fi-

bonacci distribution with a 1000 sample points, c) Functional dependence of the number fluctuation

in terms of the perimeter of the sampling area, p, for the Fibonacci distribution (upper graph) and

vs the sampling area, s for the triangular grid (lower graph).

Additionally, we have seen how increasing the long range of the interaction increases the

degree of the hyperuniformity. A similar effect is found when decreasing the size of the

sphere where the sample is contained. This can be understood in terms of the increase of

the relative interaction range in terms of system size. Finally, we see that for the LJ+dipolar

interaction (and most likely for all repulsive interactions of medium/long range), increasing

the strength of the interaction also induces a higher degree of hyperuniformity, finally leading

to the formation of regular ordered patterns. Future work will focus on the study of different

geometries, such as cylinders or ellipsoids, of relevance in technology and biological systems.

The above results have been obtained jointly by the CSIC and UNLP researchers. Dr.

Ariel Meyra and prof. Guillermo Zarragoicoeachea from UNLP visited CSIC and prof.

Enrique Lomba from CSIC visited UNLP. The results are submited for publication in

Phys. Rev. E [12]. The collaboration will continue.
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1c. Theoretical studies of structure and equilibrium thermodynamic characteristics

of colloidal aqueous solutions.

A two-level statistical-mechanical approach developed for condensed molecular systems

with pair interaction potentials was applied to a description of the structure and equilibrium

thermodynamic characteristics of macroscopically homogeneous colloidal aqueous solutions.

We assumed that according to the previous experimental and theoretical studies the real

binary fluid system can be theoretically investigated within a framework of a one-component

statistical model, with the interaction between the colloid particles approximated by the

SALR potential. The unusual form of the SALR potential is a consequence of the influence

of the polar solvent (water) on the colloidal particles. We considered a hexagonal lattice

and used the modified method of conditional distributions. Using this method, we derived a

closed system of integral and algebraic equations for the root-mean-square deviations of the

local density of colloidal particles from the average value. The equations were solved for a

range of density n (occupation number of microcells of the considered lattice). Our results

for the free energy as a function of n show an existence of a bifurcation point corresponding

to the appearance of two solutions for n ≥ 0, 5. For n < 0, 5 there is only one solution,

corresponding to the disoredered phase. A periodic structure with small fluctuations of the

positions of the particles is stable for n ≥ 0, 5.

The studies leading to the above results were initiated during the secondment of prof. I.

Narkevich from BSTU to IPC and were continued at BSTU. The results are published

(in Russian) in Ref. [13].
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1d. The quasi-chemical approximation and fluctuations in the system

with SALR interaction on a square lattice.

The free energy of the system can be represented as a sum the free energy of the reference

system Fr and the diagrammatic part Fd :

F = Fr + Fd. (3)

The reference system is characterized by the mean potentials φβ
j (n

α
i ) describing the in-

teraction of a particle (nα
i = 1) or vacancy (nα

i = 0) on site i of α-sublattice with site j of

β-sublattice. Equation 3 is an identity and the free energy has not to be dependent on the

choice of the mean potentials. Therefore the mean potentials can be found from the minimal

susceptibility principle
∂F

∂φα
i

= 0. (4)

The free energy is a function of the sublattice concentrations. It is useful to represent it as

a function of the lattice concentration c and the order parameter δc, which is the difference

of the concentrations on the sublattices. The latter can be determined from the extremity

condition
∂F

∂δc
= 0. (5)

which is equivalent to the requirement that the chemical potentials on all the sublattices are

equal.

As a first step one can consider a quasi-chemical approximation (QChA). In this approx-

imation, the diagrammatic part of the free energy is equal to zero and the mean potentials

for nearest-neighbors do not depend on the sublattice structure.

All the thermodynamic characteristics can be investigated with the equation for the free

energy. Thus, the chemical potential µ, the thermodynamic factor χT and the correlation

function gk(1; 1) for two nearest- and next-next-nearest neighbors (at k = 1 and 3, respec-

tively) are determined by the expressions

βµ =

(

∂(βF )

∂c

)

T

, (6)

χT =
∂(βµ)

∂ ln c
, (7)

gk(1; 1) =
2

zkc2

(

∂F

∂Jk

)

T

. (8)
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The most important structural feature of an ordered state is the order parameter. The

comparisons of the calculation and Monte Carlo simulation results for the order parameter

are shown in Figure 5.
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FIG. 5: The order parameter versus concentration at βJ = 0.8. The solid line 1 represents the

QChA results, the full circles 2 are the MC simulation data.

The order parameter is used to determine the phase transition curve. The corresponding

phase diagram is represented in Figure 6. One can note that QChA leads to a wider area of

the ordered phase in the system as compared to the Monte Carlo simulation results. In addi-

tion, the critical temperature is overestimated by approximately 30% in this approximation.

These deviations are known to be typical for QChA.
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FIG. 6: The order-disorder phase transition curves.
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It is necessary to note that the phase diagram of the system with the competing interac-

tion on a square lattice is considerably simpler of that of the system on a triangular lattice

[9] that is probably the consequence of a close-packed structure of the latter.

The chemical potential isotherms show a steep increase of the chemical potential with

increase of the particle concentration. The concentration derivative of the chemical potential

or the thermodynamic factor (7) indicates the second-order phase transition by discontinu-

ities at the concentrations corresponding to the phase transition points. The strong peaks at

c = 0.5 correspond to the most ordered states of the system at corresponding temperatures

(see Figure 7).
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FIG. 7: The thermodynamic factor versus concentration at βJ = 0.3 (1, square); 0.5 (2, circle); 0.7

(4, down triangle) and 0.8 (5, diamond). The solid lines represent the QChA results, the symbols

are the MC simulation data.

The thermodynamic factor is inversely proportional to the concentration fluctuations.

The latter grow immediately after the transition from the disordered to ordered state and

then decrease systematically until concentration 0.5 is reached when the most ordered state

is possible. Physically, this means that concentration fluctuations are suppressed in the

ordered states.

In the case of MC simulations the thermodynamic factor can be calculated as the value

inversely proportional to the mean square concentration fluctuations

χT =
〈n〉

〈(n− 〈n〉)2〉
. (9)
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The parameter χT plays an important role in the description of the diffusion process in lattice

fluids. The calculation and simulation results for the chemical potential and thermodynamic

factor are in a good agreement except for those at close vicinity of the second order phase

transition curve where the QChA curves show abrupt jumps.

The short range ordering is characterized by the correlation functions (8). These func-

tions are more informative objects than the distribution functions because they represent

the deviation of the short range correlations in interacting systems from the case of non-

interacting (Langmuir) lattice gases where they are equal to one. The long range ordering

reflects itself in a short range structure as well. At temperatures below critical the proba-

bility to find two next-next-nearest neighbor sites occupied by particles becomes very low.

Of course, the higher the temperature the less pronounced difference from the Langmuir gas

behavior is observed.

The simulation and analytical results satisfactorily match each other in the disordered

phase. They significantly differ at intermediate concentrations and low temperatures be-

cause of problems concerned with the determination of the order parameter and the critical

temperature in QChA. The most significant differences appear for the correlations on the

nearest neighbour lattice sites.

This work was inspired by the results of IPC and CSIC groups on SALR system on a

triangular lattice. The work was performed during the secondments of theBSTU employees,

Dr. Yaroslav Groda (to CSIC), Prof. Vyacheslav Vikhrenko (to CSIC and CPT) and the

CPT employee Dr. D. di Caprio (toBSTU). The results are published in Ref. [14], Ref. [15],

[16] and will be published in Ref. [17]
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1e. Detection of Interface Localization-Delocalization Transitions

Interface localization-delocalization transitions (ILDT) occur in two-phase fluids confined

in a slit with competing preferences of the walls for the two fluid phases. At low temperatures

the interface between the two phases is localized at one of the walls and upon increasing

temperature it unbinds. Although intensively studied theoretically and computationally,

such transitions have not yet been observed experimentally due to severe challenges in re-

solving fine details of the fluid structure. Still, the properties of colloid particles confined in

a slit with selective surfaces can depend on the fluctuations of the interface in the two-phase

fluids.

We have proposed to detect such localization-delocalization transitions by colloids. Using

the standard Ginsburg-Landau mean-field theory and Monte Carlo simulations of the Ising

model, we demonstrated that the effective force acting on a colloid confined in such a system

experiences a vivid change if, upon lowering the temperature, the interface localizes at one

of the walls (8). This change can serve as a more easily accessible experimental indicator of

the transition.

A final stage of this work has been done during the secondment of S Kondrat from IPC

to BSTU. The results are published in Ref.[18].
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FIG. 8: Detecting interface localization-delocalization transitions by colloids. (a) Schematic draw-

ing of a model showing a colloid with radius R immersed in a two-phase fluid which is confined

to a slit with competing walls. (b) Examples of the concentration profiles along the z axis calcu-

lated at a lateral distance 8R from the colloid center. (c) Order parameter ∆Γ/A as a function

of temperature for two values of the surface field. For h1w
2 = 48 the metastable branch is shown

by a dashed line, and the diamonds denote the value of τw2 used in (b). (d) Force acting on a

colloid, fixed in the middle of the slit, as a function of temperature. The dashed line denotes the

metastable branch emanating from the lower, delocalized branch of the green curve. The arrows

in (c) and (d) indicate the temperature of the ILDT in the absence of the colloid.

1f. Thermodynamic properties and diffusion characteristics

of the lattice fluid with obstacles on a simple cubic lattice.

The lattice fluid on a simple cubic lattice with blocked sites (obstacles) and repulsive

nearest neighbour interactions was considered. The free energy was calculated in the quasi-
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chemical approximation (QChA). The algorithms of the Monte Carlo (MC) simulation of

equilibrium properties and transport processes are developed.

The simulation data are compared with the results of QChA. The QChA provides with

reasonable semiquantitative results for the studied systems and can be used as the basis

for next order approximations. It is shown that the calculated critical temperature of the

lattice fluid linearly decreases with concentration θ of blocked sites:

TQChA
C /TC = 1.098− 1.465θ, (10)

where TQChA
C is the critical temperature in QChA; TC the exact value of the critical tempera-

ture for the lattice without blocked sites kBTC/|J | = 1, 128), J is the interaction parameter.

The diffusion properties of the system were studied by Monte Carlo simulation method.

The kinetic diffusion coefficient is strongly suppressed in the region of intermediate concen-

trations at subcritical temperatures due to the existence of an ordered phase under these

conditions. In the ordered phase, the original lattice breaks up into coexisting ordered do-

mains. Ordered domain states correspond to the so-called chess-board order that can be

described by introducing two sublattices. Their location is determined by distribution of

the blocked sites. The mobility of the particles decreases in such ordered states.

The kinetic diffusion coefficient of the lattice fluid with obstacles was estimated on the

basis of Zhdanov’s expression [19, 20]. The comparison of the results of the two approaches

showed that the Zhdanovs expression correctly reflects the qualitative features of the con-

sidered dependences, but its accuracy is insufficient to quantify the diffusion coefficient,

especially for systems containing a relatively large number of blocked sites. In general, the

Zhdanovs expression overestimates the diffusion coefficient in comparison with the simula-

tion data. This can be explained by the fact that the Zhdanov’s expression does not take

into account the reduction in the number of lattice sites available for migration, caused by

blocking effects.

This work was performed during the secondments of the BSTU employees, Dr. Yaroslav

Groda and Prof. Vyacheslav Vikhrenko to CSIC, and Prof. Vyacheslav Vikhrenko to CPT,

and the CPT employee, Dr. D. di Caprio to BSTU. The results are published in Ref. [21]

and presented at the conference “13th International Symposium on Systems with Fast Ionic

Transport ISSFIT-13” in Minsk as an oral presentation.
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2. Simulation studies of SALR systems.

2a. SALR systems confined in cylindrical pores.

The behavior under cylindrical confinement of nanoparticles interacting with the SALR

potential was studied by means of Monte Carlo simulations in the Grand Canonical ensem-

ble. We have chosen the interaction potential leading to the phase diagram obtained in

Ref. [1] and shown in Fig.1a, at thermodynamic conditions at which the hexagonal cylindri-

cal phase is stable. We focused on the hard repulsive cylindrical walls. In these conditions,

the cylindrical confinement promotes the formation of helical structures whose morphology

depends both on the pore radius and boundary conditions (Fig.9).

a.) b.) c.)

0.950

FIG. 9: Illustration of the structure of the simulated fluid. a) Snapshot showing the locations of the

molecules. b) Average local density, the color denotes the values of the local density according to

the color map below the image. c) Isosurface obtained for the value of the local density ρiso = 0.4.

The radius of the confining cylinder is R = 3.5σ, and its length L = 60σ, where σ is the particle

diameter. The mean density is < ρ >= 0.279.

As the pore radius increases, the fluid undergoes a series of structural transitions going

from single to multiple intertwined helices to concentric helical structures (Fig.10).

When the pore ends are closed by planar walls, ring and toroidal clusters are formed next

to these walls. Depending on the cylinder length, molecules away from the pore edges can

either keep growing into ring and toroidal aggregates or arrange into helical structures. Our

findings demonstrate that the SALR system behaves in the cylindrical confinement in the

same way as the block co-polymer systems.

The above studies were performed at IPC (H. Serna and W.T. Góźdź) in collaboration

with CSIC (Dr. Eva Noya). The results are submitted for publication in Langmuir [22].

The authors discussed the metods and results with Dr. Ariel Meyra from UNLP during his
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FIG. 10: Possible configurations of the hexagonal phase in cylindrical confinement for different

values of the cylinder radius 3.5σ < R < 10σ for axially periodic pores. The gray surface shows

points with local density ρiso = 0.4. Two different views of each configuration are depicted: along

the parallel (bottom images) and perpendicular (top images) directions to the cylinder axis. The

length of the confining cylinder is 24σ < L < 40σ.

secondment to IPC.
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2b. SALR systems confined in cubic and spherical pores.

The SALR system with the interaction potential of the same form as discussed above

and leading to the phase diagram obtained in Ref.[1] and shown in Fig.1a, has been in-

vestigated by the Monte Carlo simulations in the Grand Canonical ensemble. Confining

hard walls of cubic and spherical shape and several sizes have been considered. Preliminary

results concerning pattern formation for the chemical potential corresponding to stability of

the hexgonal and lamellar phases in the bulk have been obtained for different sizes of the

system. Structural evolution for increasing volume goes through a variety of patterns, and

depends strongly on the shape and symmetries of the confinement as well as on the ther-

modynamic conditions. For large chemical potentials (stability of the lamellar phase in the

bulk) the particles accumulate near the wall, despite the absence of wall-particle attraction.

An example of the system confined inside a sphere and a cube is shown in Fig.11.

FIG. 11: Structure of the SALR system confined by hard walls of spherical (left panel) and cubic

(right panel) shape. Cross-section through the center of the confinement is shown. The radius of

the sphere is 20σ and the edge of the cube is 32, 269σ, and both systems have the same volume.

The chemical potential and temperature correspond to the stability of the lamellar phase in the

bulk.

The studies were performed during the secondment of Dr. Ariel Meyra from UNLP to

IPC in collaboration with A. Ciach, W. T. Góźdź and J. Pȩkalski. The work is in progress

and the collaboration will continue.
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2c. SALR systems on a spherical surface with attached obstacles.

The SALR system of particles adsorbed at a spherical surface, with the interaction poten-

tial of the same form as studied in Ref.[23], is investigated by Monte Carlo simulations in the

Grand Canonical ensemble. We study the effects of a presence of obstacles of a hexagonal

shape on pattern formation on a sphere. We assume that the obstacles are made of hard

bodies. One and two obstacles, located at opposite poles of the sphere were investigated

so far. Obstacles smaller that the thickness of the stripe formed by the particles do not

influence the pattern formation, but larger obstacles have a significant effect on the pattern

formed by the particles. For the chemical potential corresponding to stripes formation on a

flat surface, stripes and elongated clusters are formed at the sphere. Despite a lack of attrac-

tion between the obstacle and the particles, the particles accumulate around the obstacle.

At low temperatures, the stripes from differently oriented domains in a presence of a single

obstacle, while two obstacles induce formation of spirals. Typical snapshots are shown in

Fig.12.

FIG. 12: Structure of the SALR system adsorbed at a spherical surface. The empty region of a

hexagonal shape is forbidden for the particles (obstacle). Left panel: with one hexagonal obstacle,

and Right panel: with two obstacles at the two poles of the sphere (at the top and the bottom of

the figure).

The simulations were performed by Dr. Ariel Meyra during his secondment from UNLP

to IPC in collaboration with J. Pȩkalski, A. Ciach and W. T. Góźdź. The studies were

inspired by the BSTU team; they have studied the effects of obstacles (on flat surfaces) for

many years. The work is in progress and the collaboration will continue.
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2d. SALR systems confined in a hexagonal region on a flat surface.

Chiral two-dimensional nanostructures have appealing properties such as negative refrac-

tive index, optical rotatory dispersion or circular dichroism that is useful e. g. in analysis

of chirality in proteins or amino acids. Chiral patterns can be obtained by different litho-

graphic methods, lithography however has a drawback of the optical limit which makes

the nanoscale world hardly accessible. Molecular self-assembly is a bottom-up approach,

that is an alternative for lithography, but chiral nanostructures formed by SALR particles

have not been reported yet. In this work we assume the same interaction potential as in

Refs. [8, 9] and we study the effect of imposing hexagonal confinement. We observe striking

topological transitions from a symmetric pattern of concentric rings to a chiral structure

of a spiral shape. We find that the spiral formation can be induced either by breaking the

system symmetry with a wedge attached to the boundary, or by melting of the rings. In the

former case, the chirality of the spiral is determined by orientation of the wedge and thus

can be controlled (Fig. 13). In the latter, the spiral rises due to thermally induced defects

and is absent in the average particle distribution. Along with the spiral conformations, we

find disordered structures that, on the level of the average density distribution, form highly

regular patterns. We introduce the concept of interference of density profiles to explain the

origin of the unexpected density distributions. Our results show properties of the SALR

system that lead to extraordinary optic properties and imply its industrial significance.

The simulations were performed by Dr. Jakub Pȩkalski (IPC, secondment to BSTU)

and Eldar Bildanau (BSTU, secondment to IPC) and were submitted for publication in

the Physical Review Letters.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

FIG. 13: Low temperature density maps of the system with different system sizes. The upper

panels show that the chirality of the stripe is determined by the position of the wedge, and the

lower panels show that the effect can be obtained even for relatively large systems (d), provided

that the system size is chosen properly.

2e. SALR system on a simple cubic lattice.

Preliminary results were obtained for the system with SALR interaction potential on a

simple cubic lattice. In this case the nearest neighbors attract each other and the interaction

of the third neighbors is repulsive with three times larger interaction constant. The ground

state at a half coverage consists of alternation of completely filled and completely vacant

lattice planes because the third neighbors on the simple cubic lattice lay on the nearest

lattice planes. At non-zero temperatures, the system is subject to the order disorder phase

transition (Fig. 14) when the defects between the filled lattice planes appear due to thermal

fluctuations. Again, the phase diagram is significantly simplified as compared with the case

of off-lattice system with SALR interaction [1]. However, the situation can change for more

complicated repulsive interaction (including e.g. fourth neighbors) when the ground state

of the system is more complicated.
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FIG. 14: The snapshot of the system with SALR interaction potential on a simple cubic lattice at

βJ = 0.25.

This activity was started by Dr. Yaroslav Groda (secondment from BSTU to CPT)

and Dr. Dung di Caprio (secondment from CPT to BSTU) and is in progress now.
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